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Abstract 
 In this research, the design and manufacture of radar display software using Plan Position 
Indicator (PPI) format for air surveillance radar application are presented. The PPI display shows 
interpretations of echo detections of radar signal reflected from the flying objects/targets. The detection 
results will be displayed on a circular 360ᵒ area, where the radar position is at the center. System 
configuration is done via interface from the display, by adjusting the level of transmit signal, by setting the 
gain for threshold, and by enabling moving target indicator (MTI) mode. The MTI mode only displays 
moving objects and no non-moving objects are shown such as mountains and buildings. Based on the 
results of this research, the PPI display shows the targets on the display according to its position, some 
desired targets can also be tracked, information on target, GPS location, target ID, required parameters, 
and some settings. The radar display fulfills all the required capabilities for air surveillance radar. 
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1. Introduction 
Indonesia is one of the largest archipelagic countries and has vast territory. Indonesia 
uses a straight base line from the outermost point of the outer islands so that Indonesia, 
according to the 1982 Sea Law Convention, is called an archipelago state. This provision adds 
to the extent of Indonesia's airspace, as set forth in Article 1 of the Chicago Convention of 1944, 
that every state has full and exclusive sovereignty over the airspace above it, both on land and 
over the territorial sea [1]. The airspace of Indonesian territory is calculated from the air space 
above the 12 nm boundary of the outermost island coast as shown in the following Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Area of Indonesian airspace 
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Radar has long been used in military and commercial applications [2]. The role of air 
surveillance radars for monitoring, defense and security in maintaining the sovereignty of the 
Indonesian republic is very important. The developed air surveillance radar presented in this 
study, is divided into two sub-sections of the system, namely hardware and software  
sub-systems. Software sub-system is divided into display software that serves as a graphical 
user interface (GUI) between the user and the radar, and signal processing software to process 
analog signal to become digital signal and also perform some computations. Display software 
as the GUI uses Plan Position Indicator (PPI) to show the detected target on the screen.  
This software was developed using QT creator software that runs on Ubuntu 14 (Linux) 
operating system. The role of radar displays is to observe and plot of the results of object 
detection including real objects, clouds, rain, and noise. 
 
 
2. Basic Theory 
2.1. Air Surveillance Radar 
Air Surveillance Radars are designed for early warning, tracking, air, land and maritime 
surveillance [3-6]. The radars can be installed on fixed-wing aircrafts, helicopters, ground/land 
or on remotely piloted vehicles (RPV's) [7-9]. Over the years, radar has been used for many and 
varied military and non-military purposes [10, 11]. Most Federal Government radars are 
functionally classified as either surveillance or tracking radars, or some combination of the two. 
A surveillance radar is designed to continuously search for and detect new targets. The basic 
function of surveillance radar has a 2-dimensional (2-D) plot showing the target object position 
in degrees from North (azimuth) and range (distance) from the radar [12, 13]. Radars that can 
determine azimuth, distance, and elevation are called 3-dimensional (3-D) radars. A tracking 
radar calculates a path for individual targets by using radar return echoes from one scan to the 
next and are usually 3-D radars. Radars that perform both surveillance and tracking are loosely 
called multi-mode radars. 
 
2.2. Radar Display 
The information retrieved from the radar receiver has a large size of several mega bits 
per second and should be processed in real time. From these and other data, such as the 
angle/azimuth of the antenna, the indicator on the display should depict a continuous, easily 
understandable, graphical picture about the relative positions of radar targets. It should provide 
size, shape, and insofar as possible, indications of the type of targets. A cathode-ray tube (CRT) 
fulfils these requirements to an astonishing degree. The cathode-ray tube's principal 
shortcoming is that it cannot present a true three-dimensional picture. The fundamental 
geometrical quantities involved in radar displays are the RANGE, AZIMUTH ANGLE (or 
BEARING), and ELEVATION ANGLE. These displays relate the position of a radar target to the 
origin at the antenna. Most radar displays include one or two of these quantities as coordinates 
on the CRT monitor. The actual range of a target from the radar, whether on the ground, in the 
water, or in the air is known as SLANT RANGE. The majority of displays use as one coordinate 
the value of slant range, its horizontal projection (GROUND RANGE), or its vertical projection 
(ALTITUDE). Range is displayed by means of a linear time-base sweep, starting from a given 
point or line at a definite time in each pulse cycle. Thus, distances along this range sweep 
actually measure slant range. The sweep speed determines the scale factor, which relates the 
distance on the tube to actual range. The sweep length is the total represented distance. 
Distances are expressed in miles (statute or nautical) or yards. The origin of the range sweep 
may be on or off the tube screen [14]. 
 
2.3. Plan Position Indicator (PPI) 
The PPI, also called the P-Scope, is by far the most commonly used radar  
display [15-18]. Example of PPI for air radar at airport ATC can be seen in Figure 2. It is an 
intensity modulated circular display on which echo signals are shown in plan position with range 
and azimuth angle displayed in polar coordinates. It is a polar coordinate display of the area 
surrounding the radar platform. The radar is represented as the origin of the sweep, which is 
normally located in the center of the scope, but may be offset from the center on some sets.  
The PPI uses a radial sweep pivoting about the center of the presentation. A long-persistence 
screen is used so that the display remains visible until the sweep passes again. The origin of 
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the polar coordinates is at the location of the radar, and is normally located at the center of the 
display. The PPI uses a radial sweep pivoting around the center. The result is a map-like display 
of the area covered by the radar beam. Azimuth angle to the target is indicated by the target's 
angular position in relation to a line extending vertically from the sweep origin to the top of the 
scope. Example of PPI for air radar made in Indonesia can be seen in Figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Example of PPI for air radar at airport ATC 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Example of PPI for air radar made in Indonesia 
 
 
3. Development, Results and Analysis 
In this study, the manufacture of air surveillance radar is divided into 2 subsystems, 
software and hardware [19]. This research was designed of radar display of Indonesian 
airspace monitoring application. The design of airspace radar display software is based on the 
needs of Arhanud TNI-AD who need airspace radar to help monitor Indonesian airspace.  
In generally, the manufacture of display software for airspace radar is made by large companies 
based in Europe and America. This radar display software research used to answer the needs 
of Arhanud TNI-AD as a user. The hardware of air surveillance radar as shown on Figure 4. 
 
3.1. Radar Software Flowchart 
Main loop flowchart as shown on Figure 5. In designing the main display, load 
configuration data method is used. This method updates processes from command information 
which can generate feedback from RF (radio frequency) part when the RF receive commands. 
Therefore, data coming from RF and return to RF for emission through the process of data 
execution with the parameters of the variable that can be input manually. Data processing is 
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performed in accordance with each feature will result in appearance in the main window. In the 
main windows section, the user can give commands to the radar. The command is through 
variable calling and data construction process of automatic radar plotting aid (ARPA), where 
radar data is plotted to show the position of the detected object on the next line and distance, 
and this is also to show the intensity of the detected power level of the radar object. Color 
intensity degradation is known by the color, where red color show the very strong intensity while 
blue is the very weak object detection (can also be noise). One of the most important 
parameters in performing the process of plotting objects on a radar display is the time, where 
real time data processes should be performed on the PPI display. Radar display loop flowchart 
as shown on Figure 6. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. The hardware of Air Surveillance 
Radar (made in Indonesia) 
Load configuration data 
Create Mainwindow object
Main Event Loop
Initialize global variable
 
 
Figure 5. Main loop flowchart 
 
 
Mainwindow object
Initialize class member variable 
Create ARPA, Radar Plotter, Timer object
Event Loop
Draw radar plot
Resize
Zooming
Delete Track
Timeout (get ARPA data, orientation mode monitoring)
draw event (draw radar plot, heading 
marker, range ring, compass, ARPA, 
Guard Zone, calculate ARPA)
Mouse click (Create New ARPA)
 
 
Figure 6. Radar display loop flowchart 
 
 
All the results of the objects detection can be obtained by the repetition process using 
these commands. With the input data looping start from the zooming process, delete tracking of 
the tracking object that has been done, delete can be done to each data, as well as all of data. 
Subsequent data entry is a command for ARPA data processing, and other input data in the 
form of radar plot command set the direction of point 0 in the north or 0 degrees, range rings, 
GPS data and Guardzone. The process of sorting data in the guardzone specified by settings 
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the distance and angle on guardzone. When an object enters the guard zone area, the radar 
display will perform the identification process, thus sending the message to the alarm and 
displaying a threat message. 
Radar display settings are done by changing the ranges of detection to PPI, where this 
command will activate the resize command to the results of detection. When the object's 
detection distance is at close range, then the resolution generated from the object detection will 
be large in the corner, so that the object shown in the PPI is clearer. When the detection 
distance is far, the size of object will decrease as the resolution is set to 512. The range in the 
process starts from 1, 1.5, 3, 6, 16, 32, 64 and 72 km. Radar function that can be done 
repeatedly is on the event loop process, where the process of loop event produces data 
processing from the receive radar data that is already in the form of digital data. Then the 
process of slinging the trail on the selected object is executed. Radar Information (RI) can be 
seen in Figure 7. 
 
 
Mainwindow object
Initialize class member variable 
Create Guard Zone, Radar Data Receive, Timer object
Event Loop
Receive 
Radar 
Data
Clear 
Trail
Plot Radar Request Range Change from Radar
Stop Receive Radar Data
Initial Color Maping and Trail
Timeout (update radar 
status, trail mode and 
status monitoring)
Process Radar Data: 
- Extract heading and 
range
- MTI Filter
- update data history 
(for ARPA)
- Check Guard Zone
- Trail 
 
 
Figure 7. Radar information (RI) flowchart 
 
 
The main process of the loop event produces a data extract heading and range, where 
the heading of the object will be exactly the same. This is based on the actual object position and 
then compressed with the data from the real object range generated from the reflection of the 
radar signal received on the receiver side. The next process that is not less important is the 
sorting process of echo radar reflection that is received between objects that relatively stasioner 
and fast moving such as aircrafts flying in the air. This process uses the moving target indicator 
method, by filtering the object relative not moving and eliminating the echo reflection. Furthermore, 
the resulting data is the updated ARPA data that has been obtained in the previous process, with 
the scanning rotation 24 rpm against the target sweep. ARPA data will be processed as additional 
data that can be sent as sensor data to other devices. And it has been already mentioned 
previously, the output data that is not less important are guardzone and trail. Input source data 
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obtained from radar data input that has been done post processing on the receive radar data in 
digitalization form of analog digital output converter (ADC) in the digital signal processing (DSP) 
module. For the mainwindow loop process, this can be seen in Figure 8. 
 
 
Create Radar Information, Radar Plot, Radar Transmit, Timer, 
Guard Zone Alarm, Guard Zone Setting, Trail Setting object
Signal-Slot 
Connection
Event Loop
Zooming TX/STBY
Shutdown
Gain, Rain, 
Sea clutter
Save latest 
configuration
Timeout:
- Monitoring Guard Zone 
status, data, and trigger 
alarm
- update Own Ship Data
- Display Radar State 
 
 
Figure 8. Mainwindow loop flowchart 
 
 
Based on Figure 8, it can be seen that the suggestion given in the loop event is the 
command process of the connection-slot signal, where the process in this section is very 
involved between the connectivity of data obtained from the hardware that will be sent to the 
software, when the data connection is lost, and, then, it can be sure the loop event will not 
perform data processing, but only minor commands such as on/off radar display software. In the 
design of air surveillance radar, the use of tracking is one of the important parameters in 
monitoring the target that is indicated to be dangerous [20-24]. For the tracking ARPA, the 
flowchart can be seen in Figure 9. Tracking process begins when the object to be observed in 
selected by clicking using the mouse and directly convert the process into coordinates that are 
locked automatically. When the object selection process is still categorized in the limit of the 
ability of the radar data, it will be continued to the process of creating track, where, in this 
position, any objects that is being tracked will be followed wherever the object moves during the 
tracking process takes place. By using Kalman filter method as the main parameter in doing 
tracking process, it can be derived position and speed of target which is being tracked  
The advantage of using this filter kalman is because this algorithm can estimate the 
next result based on the data that already existed before. This algorithm is usually used to 
estimate actual data based on observed data containing noise and some other factors of 
inaccuracy, and that is the meaning of the word filter. But in this case, the algorithm will be used 
to predict the future value, obtained from the filter value at the end of the calculation. The 
prediction process is done by filtering method Kalman filter is by doing matrix process to 
parameter data which got in before [25]. When the matrix process is running, then the optimum 
data will be updated tracking such as position, speed and course parameters. In the tracking 
process, there are 2 sub processes that occur continuously and complement each other. 
Between the track creation process that starts the tracking process and the refresh track 
process in which the process after creating with the data update, the process happens 
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continuously until the user intentionally stops tracking or inadvertently occurs lost target due to 
the distance of outer range from radar detection. 
 
 
Mouse 
Click
Convert mouse 
position to Radar 
Plot coordinate
Track count =  
MAX?
No
Delete track with 
status = LOST
Init Search Spot 
Radius1
Search Radius2?
No
Kalman Prediction
Find Spot Contour
Contour found?
Kalman Measure, 
Update Estimation 
Matrix
Yes
Update Track 
parameter (position, 
speed, course)
return
No
Init Search Spot 
Radius2 (larger area)
yes
Set track status = 
LOST
Create Track
Initialize Track 
parameter (position, 
speed and kalman 
filter)
return
Yes
Refresh TrackTrack Creation
 
 
Figure 9. Tracking ARPA flowchart 
 
 
The algorithm used is programming using C language [26], where the data displayed is 
obtained from the results of the process of digitizing the analog signal generated by the 
hardware (RF module) into a digital signal that can be processed with a voltage level of -5 Volts 
to +5 Volts with data format from the frame contains the head, data distance, reflection, and 
settings of the noise threshold (Gain, Land and Sea). The update in this study is the MTI 
method, where the radar detection results from the number of sweeps as many as n with the 
position that does not change or constant will increase the threshold, so that only moving 
objects will be displayed. Based on the ability of the Kalman filter process, it can be predicted 
the next movement of the object and it can do the tracking process correctly in accordance with 
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the original data obtained. The result of radar display design can be seen in Figure 10.  
The parameter description as shown on Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1. Parameter Description 
Number Information 
Number 1 Maximum Radar Distance Settings 
Number 2 Radar Rings Settings 
Number 3 Settings Transmit / Standby 
Number 4 Shutdown 
Number 5 Gain Settings 
Number 6 Land Clutter Settings 
Number 7 Sky Clutter Settings 
Number 8 Setting the Moving Target Indicator Feature (MTI) 
Number 9 Cursor Position Information 
Number 10 Sensor Data Information 
Number 11 Track Radar Object Information 
Number 12 Object Information Track ADS-B 
Number 13 Compass Settings 
Number 14 Setting Heading Marker 
Number 15 Display Orientation Settings 
Number 16 Guardzone Settings 
Number 17 ADS-B Settings 
Number 18 Object Trail Settings 
Number 19 Radar Settings 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Design the main display of air surveillance radar 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
Research on the design and manufacture of radar display software using Plan Position 
Indicator (PPI) format for air surveillance radar application has been presented. The software 
algorithm uses windows main method, where all the commands can be done in this window and 
directly in the process on the event loop for command processing. The PPI display shows 
interpretations of echo detections of radar signal reflected from the flying objects/targets.  
The MTI mode only displays moving objects and no non-moving objects are shown such as 
mountains and buildings. The design of radar display software uses tracking parameters as a 
method of observing objects in detection. The process of tracking the object using the filtering 
process kalman filter. Based on the results of this research, the PPI display shows the targets 
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on the display according to its position, some desired targets can also be tracked, information 
on target, GPS location, target ID, required parameters, and some settings. The radar display 
fulfills all the required capabilities for air surveillance Radar. 
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